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dish machine 165.0 sausage walk in 42.0

Salomon Nieto

Nora Sykes

10/24/20212664 - Sykes, Nora

(336) 703-3161

X

salomon nieto 3-26-26 0.0 rice walk in 42.0

beans steam table 165.0 deli meats '' 42/43 43.0

greens '' 157.0 gravy for chicken
pie '' 42.0

mash potato '' 137.0 scrambled eggs
form raw pooled final cook 166.0

pasta pasta unit 37.0 chicken at 10:09 52F *at 10:30 47.0

cheese '' 41.0

fish fry cooler 37.0

pork '' 39.0

pork drawer 40.0

deli meats drawers 38.0

tomato make unit 38.0

deli meats '' 40.0
chicken/potao
salads '' 39.0

milk upright dessert 39.0

ambient servers station cooler 38.3

cabbage hot box 143.0

gravy '' 150.0

chicken salad 2 door upright 30.0

peppers/onions '' 31.0

a19john66@yahoo.com



 
Comment Addendum to Food Establishment Inspection Report

Establishment Name: ZOE'S FAMILY RESTAURANT II Establishment ID: 3034012670

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

5 2-501.11 Clean-up of Vomiting and Diarrheal Event-Pf- No written procedure in place. A FOOD ESTABLISHMENT shall have written procedures for
EMPLOYEES to follow when responding to vomiting or diarrheal events that involve the discharge of vomitus or fecal matter onto surfaces in the
FOOD ESTABLISHMENT. The procedures shall address the specific actions EMPLOYEES must take to minimize the spread of contamination and
the exposure of EMPLOYEES, consumers, FOOD, and surfaces to vomitus or fecal matter. CDI-Education provided. Write a procedure or amend
the provided plan to fit your establishment to avoid point deductions in the future.

15 3-304.15(A) Gloves, use limitation-P- Employee wearing single use gloves cracked raw shell eggs and touched plate for service with same gloves.
Employee placed raw pork onto grill with gloved hands and then handled bottle of oil, and spatulas. Single use gloves shall be used for one task only
and discarded when damaged or soiled, or when interruptions occur in the operation. CDI- Employee education, plate moved to soiled dish area,
bottle of oil and spatulas removed for cleaning and sanitizing. Both employees removed gloves and washed hands.// 3-302.11 Packaged and
Unpackaged Food - Separation, Packaging, and Segregation- Raw turkey sausage in drawer in back behind ready to eat cheese. Food shall be
protected from cross contamination by separation during storage, preparation, holding, and display. CDI-Raw turkey sausage moved to front of
drawer, followed by space for raw shell eggs, and then cheese in back.

22 3-501.16 (A) (2) and (B) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding- Sausage at 44F in walk in cooler. A few items in walk in
cooler at 42-43F, as noted in temperature log. Maintain TCS foods at 41F or below. CDI-Sausage placed in smaller container to help with faster
cooling. One fan in walk in is not running and technician was called. Both fans were working on previous day. 

25 3-603.11 Consumption of Animal Foods that are Raw, Undercooked, or Not Otherwise Processed to Eliminate Pathogens- Menu has many items
labeled with disclosure/reminder that are not offered undercooked, and in some cases are not animal foods. Items that are not offered undercooked
are not in need of consumer advisory. During last inspection, REHS provided education on this issue and Helped to revise menu for operator so this
would be in compliance. This revised menu was delivered to operator on May 4, 2021. If an animal FOOD such as beef, EGGS, FISH, lamb, milk,
pork, POULTRY, or shellfish is served or sold raw, undercooked, or without otherwise being processed to eliminate pathogens, either in READY-TO-
EAT form or as an ingredient in another READY-TO-EAT FOOD, the PERMIT HOLDER shall inform CONSUMERS of the significantly increased
RISK of consuming
such FOODS by way of a DISCLOSURE and REMINDER, as specified in ¶¶ (B) and (C) of this section using brochures, deli case or menu
advisories, label statements, table tents, placards, or other effective written means. Revise menu to provide consumer advisory to only the foods that
are offered undercooked. Verification of new and revised menu due to Nora Sykes by October 24, 2021. 

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment- Fan in walk in cooler is not working. Drawers with cracked plastic handles on left side
under grill. 

48 4-302.13 Temperature Measuring Devices, Mechanical Warewashing- No irreversible thermometer or registering strips available for high
temperature dish machine. In hot water mechanical WAREWASHING operations, an irreversible registering temperature indicator shall be provided
and readily accessible for measuring the UTENSIL surface temperature. CDI-Provided registering temperature indicating strips. Establishment must
obtain either the strips for high temp dish machines, or an irreversible registering thermometer to avoid point deductions in the future. 

56 6-403.11 Designated Areas - Employee Accommodations for eating / drinking / smoking- Employee foods stored in make unit/employee items on
shelf in service area-all above foods/items for establishment. Employee snack mix in bag o line at clean bowl storage. Employee drink on table at grill
above cold storage drawers. Employees shall use designated areas for storage of their items, where they are not at risk of contaminating
establishment items. Use designated areas for eating, and drinking. 


